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Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland Meets the White Rabbit (A Little Golden Book, ) [Lewis Caroll, Retold by Jane
Werner, Adapted by Al Dempster from the motion picture, Walt Disney Studio] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers.

In chapter 1, "Down the Rabbit-Hole", in the midst of shrinking, Alice waxes philosophic concerning what
final size she will end up as, perhaps "going out altogether, like a candle"; this pondering reflects the concept
of a limit. In chapter 2, "The Pool of Tears", Alice tries to perform multiplication but produces some odd
results: I shall never get to twenty at that rate! Continuing this sequence, going up three bases each time, the
result will continue to be less than 20 in the corresponding base notation. Also in chapter 7, Alice ponders
what it means when the changing of seats around the circular table places them back at the beginning. This is
an observation of addition on the ring of integers modulo N. The Cheshire cat fades until it disappears entirely,
leaving only its wide grin, suspended in the air, leading Alice to marvel and note that she has seen a cat
without a grin, but never a grin without a cat. Deep abstraction of concepts, such as non-Euclidean geometry,
abstract algebra, and the beginnings of mathematical logic, was taking over mathematics at the time Dodgson
was writing. Literary scholar Melanie Bayley asserted in the magazine New Scientist that Dodgson wrote
Alice in Wonderland in its final form as a scathing satire on new modern mathematics that were emerging in
the midth century. For example, in the second chapter Alice posits that the mouse may be French. She
therefore chooses to speak the first sentence of her French lesson-book to it: In the eighth chapter, three cards
are painting the roses on a rose tree red, because they had accidentally planted a white-rose tree that The
Queen of Hearts hates. Red roses symbolised the English House of Lancaster , while white roses were the
symbol for their rival House of York. This scene is an allusion to the Wars of the Roses. After the riddle "Why
is a raven like a writing-desk? The manuscript was illustrated by Dodgson himself who added 37
illustrationsâ€”printed in a facsimile edition in The book was reprinted and published in Other significant
illustrators include: At the release of Through the Looking-Glass, the first Alice tale gained in popularity and
by the end of the 19th century Sir Walter Besant wrote that Alice in Wonderland "was a book of that
extremely rare kind which will belong to all the generations to come until the language becomes obsolete".
The first print run of 2, was held back because Tenniel objected to the print quality. The entire print run sold
out quickly. Alice was a publishing sensation, beloved by children and adults alike. Among its first avid
readers were Queen Victoria [36] and the young Oscar Wilde. The book is commonly referred to by the
abbreviated title Alice in Wonderland, which has been popularised by the numerous stage, film and television
adaptations of the story produced over the years. This list needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. First UK edition the second printing. First US edition the first printing of above. Dodgson meets
another Alice during his time in London, Alice Raikes, and talks with her about her reflection in a mirror,
leading to another book, Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There , which sells even better. .
Cover of the edition First Japanese edition of an Alice in Wonderland novel. Despite being the first Japanese
version of an Alice in Wonderland novel, it is actually a translation of Through the Looking-Glass. Burt
Company, aimed at young readers. First translation into Finnish by Anni Swan Liisan seikkailut
ihmemaailmassa. At least 8 new editions are published in that year alone. Illustrated by Milo Winter. The
animated picture book of Alice in Wonderland, with illustrations and paper engineering by Julian Wehr is
published. It has extensive annotations explaining the hidden allusions in the books, and includes full texts of
the Victorian era poems parodied in them. Later editions expand on these annotations. The Folio Society
publication with 42 illustrations by John Tenniel. For the 50th anniversary of the British Kate Greenaway
Medal â€” , a panel of experts names the Walker Books edition illustrated by Helen Oxenbury one of the top
ten Medal-winning works, composing the ballot for a public election of the all-time favourite.
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Alice in Wonderland Meets the White Rabbit is a Little Golden Book adaptation (retold by Jane Werner Watson) of the
Walt Disney animated movie Alice in Wonderland, which is, of course, an adaptation of Lewis Carroll's novels Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass and What Alice Found There.

The short featured a live-action girl Virginia Davis interacting with an animated world. Faced with business
problems, however, the Laugh-O-Gram Studio went bankrupt in July , and the film was never released to the
general public. However, Disney left for Hollywood and used the film to show to potential distributors. In ,
Disney considered making a feature-length animated-and-live-action version of Alice starring Mary Pickford.
He then hired storyboard artist Al Perkins and art director David S. Hall to develop the story and concept art
for the film. However, Disney insisted that the scenes themselves keep close to those in the novel since most
of its humor is in the writing. The cook is spraying pepper all over the room, causing the Duchess and Alice to
sneeze and the baby to cry. After a quick conversation between Alice and the Duchess, the hot-tempered Cook
starts throwing pots and pans at the noisy baby. Alice rescues the baby, but as she leaves the house the baby
turns into a pig and runs away. Another scene that was deleted from a later draft occurred in Tulgey Wood,
where Alice encountered what appeared to be a sinister-looking Jabberwock hiding in the dark, before
revealing himself as a comical-looking dragon-like beast with bells and factory whistles on his head. A song,
"Beware the Jabberwock", was also written. However, the scene was scrapped in favor of The Walrus and the
Carpenter poem. Although Disney liked the scene, he felt it was better if Alice learned her lesson by herself,
hence the song "Very Good Advice". Over 30 potential songs were written, and many of them were included
in the filmâ€”some for only a few secondsâ€”the greatest number of songs of any Disney film. In , Frank
Churchill was assigned to compose songs, and they were accompanied by a story reel featuring artwork from
David S. Although none of his songs were used in the finished film, the melody for "Lobster Quadrille" was
used for the song " Never Smile at a Crocodile " in Peter Pan. However, the only song by the trio that made it
into the film was "The Unbirthday Song". He also suggested lyricist Bob Hilliard as his collaborator. The
music for the former song was kept but the lyrics were changed, and it later became the title song for Peter
Pan, "The Second Star to the Right". Soundtrack[ edit ] The film soundtrack was first released on LP record on
July 28,
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Chapter 3 : Walt in Wonderland - D23
Alice follows the rabbit down the hole and finds a world that is unbelievable. The is the mad hatter, the queen of hearts,
the white rabbit and many other characters running around.

History, fun facts and reviews of every theatrical Disney film in chronological order. Follow along as I review
over 70 years of Disney movies. The first series of shorts that the Disney Studio did were called Alice
Comedies, which placed a live action Alice in an animated setting. He tried that idea again with Ginger Rogers
in the lead. However, over the years Walt grew reluctant about making Alice in Wonderland. Alice goes to
Wonderland, meets a lot of crazy characters, and then leaves. But his animation team was dying to make it.
They had been begging him for years to do it and with feature animation back in full swing, he decided to let
them have their chance at it. Production on the all-animated Disney version began in When audiences thought
of Alice in Wonderland, they thought of the Tenniel illustrations found in the books. So the first attempt
would use those drawings as the inspiration for the art direction. They discarded that version and began
storyboarding another version that would be a comedy more than anything. What the film lacked in plot they
were going to make up for with gags and music. The Tenniel drawings were abandoned and a more Disney
character design was chosen. Ed Wynn was cast as the Mad Hatter, the first time that a famous Hollywood
actor was cast as a voice in a Disney film. To tie the film back to Lewis Carol as much as possible, most of the
songs utilized poems from the books as lyrics. Over thirty songs were written, fourteen of which appear in the
film, the largest number for any Disney animated feature. However, many of the songs are less than a minute
long and are unmemorable. She falls down the rabbit hole and into Wonderland, where nothing is what it
seems. In her quest to find the white rabbit, Alice has many unique adventures. She grows and shrinks several
times, swims in a river of her own tears, joins a caucus race to get dry, hears a story from Tweedle-Dee and
Tweedle-Dum, is smoked out of a house, sings with flowers, takes advice from a caterpillar, is taunted by the
Cheshire Cat, attends a mad tea party with the Mad Hatter and March Hair and gets lost in Tulgey Wood. She
gets in trouble with the Queen of Hearts when she helps the cards paint white roses red and is put on trial,
during which many of the characters she encountered bear witness against her. In the end, she is chased down
and just as she is about to be caught It was all a dream. Critics hated it, particularly British critics who were
upset that Walt Disney had Americanized a British literary classic. Critics in the U. The film was not a
financial success in its initial release and just three years later, it was edited and shown on TV, the first Disney
animated film to do so. Similar to Fantasia, the Disney Studio noticed the trend and gave Alice in Wonderland
its first theatrical re-release in It did so well that it was released again 7 years later in and was one of the first
Disney animated films released to VHS later that same year. Like many people today, the Disney version was
my first introduction to the story. What it lacks in plot it makes up for with fun and appealing characters. It
was my favorite ride as a kid. Disneyland added a dark ride based on the attraction in The film has been fully
restored and looks great. It is also available on iTunes in HD with bonus features.
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Chapter 4 : Vintage Disney Alice in Wonderland: Little Golden Book - Alice in Wonderland Meets the White
Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland Meets the White Rabbit (A Little Golden Book), retold by Jane Werner, with pictures
by The Walt Disney www.nxgvision.com Press / Western Publishing Company,

He is the very reason Alice gets stuck in Wonderland in the first place. He is known to be stressful, however,
this is not the case. He was only stressed because of his ill-tempered Queen of Hearts who will surely kill the
rabbit for being tardy. This makes the rabbit a somewhat complex character, and his true role in the story can
be seen in several ways. Physical appearance The rabbit is small and plump. He wears glasses and has eyes the
color of pink and crimson pupils matching his nose and ear innards. The White Rabbit was first shown
walking peacefully without a care in the world until he looks at his watch and realizes that he is late for
announcing the Queen of Hearts, being her herald. He then rushes to his rabbit hole, with a young girl named
Alice following behind as she is curious to know what the occasion is. After entering his Rabbit Hole, Alice
enters as well and is taken to the world of Wonderland. She proceeds with chasing the Rabbit but loses him
after meeting two goofs named Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum. After leaving them, she stumbles upon a pink
home. The White Rabbit appears and claims it as his own. He then confuses Alice for his maid, Mary Ann,
possibly due to bad eyesight and orders her to fetch his glove. While looking for the gloves, Alice finds some
sweets and takes a bite. The sweets begin to make her humongous in size. The White Rabbit believes her to be
a monster and rushes off to get help. Alice loses the White Rabbit once more, and begin to ask the locals for
help in finding him. She does so and the Rabbit actually appears. As a result, he takes out many wheels and
springs with a fork in his attempt to fix it. The Rabbit watches with horror and tries to intervene to save his
watch, but to no avail. The Mad Hatter adds ingredients, with a little help from the March Hare and
unwittingly the Rabbit, to the mixture: Then, the watch goes haywire and spits out springs and wheels all over
the place as it moves across the table. The March Hare uses a mallet to crush the "mad watch," bringing tears
to the Rabbit. After hearing that the watch was an unbirthday present, the Mad Hatter and March Hare wish
him a "very merry unbirthday" and get him on the run. Alice then finds an entrance to the kingdom of the
Queen of Hearts, where she also finds the White Rabbit and the reason he was in a hurry. There, the Cheshire
Cat repeatedly get her in trouble, resulting in a trial. At the trail, the White Rabbit is present, and the Cheshire
Cat gets Alice in trouble again, this time, resulting in a climactic chase. At the end of the chase, Alice
suddenly wakes up and realizes her entire adventure was nothing more than a dream. White Rabbit appears in
the series and its films. In " Mickey vs. In " Everybody Loves Mickey ", the White Rabbit appeared in the
lobby, telling her that he needed his reservation rescheduled for the next night. Then, she told him that his time
management was her problem. The White Rabbit can also be seen in the opening being held by Daisy Duck.
He wears roller skates to get around and occasionally loses control with humorous results. He is also
exceptionally timid, unable to stand up to the Queen when he is being treated unjustly. Rabbit is good friends
with the other citizens of Wonderland, and he is often a notable accomplice in their schemes, given his
proximity to Her Majesty. However, he is also an unwilling spy for the Red Queen and was sent to fetch and
observe Alice in return for an unknown purpose. The White Rabbit is both reluctant and fearful for his life, but
accompanies Alice and the Knave of Hearts in their journey. The Red Queen held his family hostage and
forced him into work, whilst Jafar threatened to murder him should he refuse to cooperate. The White Rabbit
watches Alice and her family. After all of the trials and tribulations that he and his allies face, Alice and Cyrus
are able to trick Jafar into stealing water from the Well of Wonders, turning him into a Genie. The two ask
Percy to take them back to England so that they can finally be married. Percy does as he is asked. Alice later
thanks Percy for leading her into many wondrous adventures, and he congratulates her on discovering the true
purpose of Wonderland. To discover the self-confidence and sense of oneself, he bids Alice and Cyrus
farewell and grants all of his friends a safe return to their destinations. Years later, The White Rabbit, fondly
witnesses Alice and Cyrus sitting down to tea with their young daughter. The player, and Jiminy Cricket ,
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travel to Wonderland to make things right. The trio follows the White Rabbit into the Bizzare Room , where
they notice that he has somehow gotten smaller and are left in confusion as the White Rabbit exits through a
tiny door. The Doorknob of the small door suggests drinking a bottle on the table. Chain of Memories is quite
similar to his role in Kingdom Hearts, with some minor changes. Once again, the White Rabbit is late and
panics as he runs into the Bizarre Room. Similar to the events that take place in Kingdom Hearts, Roxas enters
the Bizarre Room surprised to see that the White Rabbit has shrunken. The Doorknob explains that the bottle
on the table will make Roxas smaller, so he uses it to shrink down in order to fight Heartless and complete his
mission. As he leaves, he wonders to himself where exactly the White Rabbit had gone. Later, Roxas is paired
up with Luxord on a mission to eliminate some Pink Concertos. When Luxord and Roxas return once more on
a mission to locate and destroy three Commanders , the White Rabbit passes them in the Rabbit Hole and
Luxord convinces Roxas to follow. The "trio" happens to be the three Commanders that Roxas and Luxord
were sent to destroy. Speaking to the White Rabbit about the "pocket patch" allows Sora to obtain the "trial"
memory. In the mini-game, the Rabbit falls down the rabbit hole with the player and is seen again at the end,
leaving the Mad Tea Party. The White Rabbit has made many appearances at the Disney theme parks as a
walk-around character and is usually seen with Alice and the Mad Hatter who are more common than he is.
The White Rabbit also appears as an audio-animatronic in the dark ride, Alice in Wonderland. In the hub of
Disneyland are miniature bronze statues of various characters, including the White Rabbit.
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Chapter 5 : Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland meets the White Rabbit ( edition) | Open Library
Details about ALICE IN WONDERLAND MEETS THE WHITE RABBIT ~ A Walt Disney Little Golden Book Be the first to
write a review. ALICE IN WONDERLAND MEETS THE WHITE RABBIT ~ A Walt Disney Little Golden Book.

Every thing s got a moral, if only you can find it. In , the first edition of Alice in Wonderland will have its th
anniversary. The novel as well as its sequel Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There have
been read by people of all ages and all origins ever since. Due to the widespread success of the literary work,
Lewis Carroll s novels have not only been illustrated by hundreds of artists, but also frequently adapted for
film, theatre, opera, music, and other forms of art. Among these numerous adaptations are two motion pictures
produced by the Walt Disney Company, which is known for warm-hearted movies for audiences of all ages.
The relationship between Alice in Wonderland and Walt Disney even dates back to when he founded the
famous film studio due to a distribution contract for his first completed short film called Alice s Wonderland.
This thesis, however, focuses on the Disney adaptation from a 2-D cartoon animation as well as the most
recent film adaptation from a combination of live-action film and computer-generated animation. Thus, the
main part of this thesis constitutes a comparative analysis of both adaptations regarding the following aspects:
Thereby, the following research questions should be answered: What are the specificities of Carroll s novels?
Why did it attract so many filmmakers? Why did both adaptations employ the medium of animation? Did the
medium get implemented successfully? How did Walt Disney and Tim Burton affect the story lines and the
styles of the adaptations? How did the heroine s character change under their influence? How did the
audiences react to the adaptations? What are the reasons for that? The first theoretical part hence starts with a
description of the literary model, which aims at defining the novels specificities respectively the essence
Carroll tried to convey. Chapter 2 outlines the most important issues of today s adaptation discourse, since the
theory of adaptation serves as the theoretical basis for the comparative analysis. In chapter 3, an overview of
the medium of animation will be given, including the medium s possibilities and challenges as well as its
techniques.
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Chapter 6 : Alice in Wonderland () - IMDb
A Little Golden Book. Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland meets the white rabbit Item Preview.

She is a young girl who uses her surreal imagination to escape her practical and mundane life. As she traverses
through the wacky world, Alice finds herself appreciating the normality that she once rejected. For the voice
of Alice, Walt Disney wanted one "that would be English enough to satisfy British audiences and preserve the
feeling of an English literary classic, but not so English that it would put off American audiences. Like many
Disney animated heroines, Alice was portrayed by a real life actress as reference material for the animators.
This was performed by Beaumont, the voice of Alice. Alice was drawn looking a bit older than her storybook
counterpart, being about 12, but still keeping the wonder and childlike quality of a young girl. After Beaumont
retired from acting in , Hynden Walch has now taken over the role of Alice for Beaumont and has been her
current voice actress since. Kat Cressida has also voiced Alice for a brief period of time in a few projects for
Disney. Personality Alice is depicted as a daydreamer first and foremost. She is also very adventurous and
curious. Physical appearance Alice is a young, pretty girl living in what is assumed to be the Victorian or
Edwardian era. She is about twelve years old with big blue eyes, fair skin and rosy cheeks. Her hair is blonde,
thick, medium-length and held back by a black ribbon tied in a bow. Her figure is slender and she appears
fairly petite. Underneath her dress, she wears a white petticoat, white stockings and white knee-length
pantalettes. She also sports black strapped Mary Jane shoes. Her dress is wide enough to make a parachute for
her so she can float down to Wonderland. Appearances Alice in Wonderland Alice falling down the rabbit
hole. Alice is sitting in a tree with her pet kitten, Dinah , listening to a history lesson being given from her
older sister , who repeatedly reminds Alice to stop daydreaming and pay attention. Alice slips away with
Dinah, going off about " a world of her own ". Near a brook, she spots a White Rabbit with a waistcoat and an
oversized pocket watch fretting endlessly over how late he is running. Filled with curiosity over what a rabbit
could be late for, Alice hurries after him, begging the rabbit to wait. She follows the rabbit into a small rabbit
hole, where the ground gives way, and she tumbles end over end down an endless black hole. Her dress
catches her fall like a parachute, slowing her descent, and after floating past assorted household objects such
as chairs and pictures aloft in the hole, taking in the wonder of it all and asking several questions about what
will happen to her should she ever reach the bottom or the hole goes on endlessly, she lands safely at the
bottom. She continues her pursuit of the rabbit to a round, cavernous room with doors on all sides. At one
door, in particular, is a cheerful doorknob placed on a door too small for her. At the advisement of the
doorknob, Alice drinks from a bottle on the table which magically appears. Alice drinks the drink after
considering that it may be poison and says it taste like a cherry tart, custard, pineapple, and roast turkey. The
key then magically appears on the table. The doorknob suggests Alice try the box which magically appears.
Alice opens the box and finds it full of cookies. She takes a bite of one and grows to giant size. Upset by this,
Alice begins to cry giant drops of water that turn the room into a pool of her own tears. The doorknob sees the
bottle and tells Alice. Alice drinks from the bottle, shrinks, and falls into the empty bottle. The bottle is
washed through the keyhole and enters Wonderland. Once on the shore, she meets Dodo , who is having a
caucus race with some friends. The White Rabbit appears and dashes into the nearby forest. Alice follows, but
is delayed by the appearance of Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum. The two comical chums entertain her with
the story of The Walrus and the Carpenter until Alice realizes she is wasting time. He orders her to retrieve his
gloves from the house. While upstairs, Alice innocently eats a cookie from a jar on the table, but grows to
giant size once again with her arms and legs shooting out the windows and doors of the house trying to pull
herself out. Seeing what has happened, the White Rabbit enlists the help of Dodo, who resolves to set fire to
the house and " smoke the monster out. Alice is then able to exit the house and resume her pursuit of the
White Rabbit, who has realized how late he is and taken off. After losing the rabbit a second time, she has a
marginally pleasant interaction with a bed of live, talking flowers , who enchant her with " All in the Golden
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Afternoon ". However, when she fails to adequately answer their questions of who she is, they label her as a
"weed" and rudely oust her from the garden. Afterward, she encounters a snobby, hookah-smoking caterpillar
who shows her a mushroom that can enlarge or shrink her before turning into a butterfly and flitting off. Alice
breaks off two pieces of the mushroom and finds that a small nibble from one of the pieces returns her to
normal size. She places the two pieces in her apron pockets and resumes her journey through the forest. Alice
then meets the mischievous, perpetually-grinning Cheshire Cat , perched in a tree. After a vexing
conversation, the cat suggests she visit the Mad Hatter and March Hare who is mad too. The Cheshire cat
vanishes into thin air, and although she does not want to come across mad people, Alice pays a visit to the
Mad Hatter, March Hare, and the Dormouse. The trio are at an enormous table laden with teapots and kettles,
sipping tea, and celebrating one of their unbirthdays. Alice and the trio become friends until they seem to be
even madder than they appear. After several failed attempts at a civilized conversation, an exasperated Alice
becomes fed up with their madness and storms away. He claims his watch is the fault, and believes its two
days slow, leading to be and the March Hare volunteering to "fix" it. Their efforts merely make things worse,
to the point where the watch goes mad and is destroyed by the Hare. Alice lost in the Tulgey Woods, having
given up hope. Declaring she has had enough nonsense, Alice decides to find her way home, no longer
interested in the rabbit. As she continues on her way she realizes she has come to an unfamiliar part of the
forest. Here she encounters a plethora of peculiar animals, who divert her attention even further into the
unknown. A resigned Alice reaches her breaking point and starts to believe she may never see her home again
and sobs in distress. As she cries, the Cheshire Cat appears in a nearby tree to comfort her, to her utter delight.
Alice wails that she is done with following white rabbits and wants to find her way home. The cat directs her
to a secret passageway to a twisting hedge maze surrounding a castle. Alice enters the hedge maze and comes
across a palace garden with white rose trees. There, she finds a trio of cheery Club playing cards armed with
paintbrushes painting the roses red. The cards explain to her how they planted the white roses by mistake and
they are trying to correct themselves since the penalty is losing their heads. Alice willingly lends a hand, but
they are all halted upon the arrival of their boss, a mean, horrible, loudmouthed villainess named the Queen of
Hearts , along with the diminutive king , and an entourage of spear-toting card soldiers. In a panic, the three
grounds workers try to shift the blame to one another, but the belligerent Queen sends them off to be executed.
Meeting the dreaded Queen of Hearts. Alice tries to plea for them, but the Queen strongarms Alice into a game
of croquet. Although she has played before, Alice is surprised to see the mallets and balls are flamingos and
hedgehogs respectively. The card soldiers, serving as the brackets, are careful to place themselves in front of
the rolling ball, and the flamingos and hedgehogs dare not upset her. Alice is not so lucky with her own
flamingo, who tickles, embarrasses, and wrestles with the girl. The Cheshire Cat appears in and out of
gameplay, but only to Alice.
Chapter 7 : Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland Meets the White Rabbit (Little Golden Book)
Here is the Famous White Rabbit doing a meet and greet outside of the Teacups at Magic Kingdom. The Magic
Kingdom, one of the parks that make up Walt Disney World, is known for bringing fairy.

Chapter 8 : Alice | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The White Rabbit is a character from Disney's animated film Alice in Wonderland. He is the very reason Alice gets stuck
in Wonderland in the first place. The White Rabbit is a jittery, seemingly elderly character.

Chapter 9 : Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - Wikipedia
With a setting like Wonderland, it's really no surprise the quotes from Alice in Wonderland are memorable,
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thought-provoking, and always a little quirky. Since we first saw the Walt Disney adaptation of Lewis Carroll's classic
story, we've fallen down the rabbit hole of mindful Alice in.
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